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[57] ABSTRACT 

A method of effecting the coloration of a restoration to be 
mounted on a tooth including the steps of forming a mixture 
of powdered dental porcelain and a photonucleable silicate 
glass and shaping the mixture into a dental restoration. The 
dental restoration is heated in an oven to its fusing tempera 
ture and allowed to cool. Selected areas of the restoration are 
exposed to ultra-violet light. The dental restoration is reex 
posed to high energy while the color of the selected areas 
changes. 

20 Claims, No Drawings 
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LIGHT ACTIVATED COLORATION OF 
DENTAL RESTORAT IONS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This application is continuation-in-part of my application 
Ser. No. 07/441,371 ?led on Nov. 27, 1989, now U.S. Pat. 
No. 5,094,619, which is a continuation-in-part of 07/225, 
713 ?led on Jul. 28, 1988, now abandoned, which is a 
continuation of 06/943,927 ?led on Dec. 17, 1986, now 
abandoned. 

This invention relates to the coloration of dental restora 
tions and more particularly to methods of altering the 
coloring of dental restorations to obtain a matching or 
otherwise desired color. By dental restoration herein is 
meant any con?guration of material designed to improve the 
appearance or function of a tooth or teeth. This would 
include ?llings, bridges, crowns, dentures, etc. 

Present techniques for obtaining the desired color of 
restorations involve either having the coloring agent incor 
porated into the material itself at the time of formulation, or 
applying the coloring agent as a coating after the restoration 
has been manufactured. Typical of proposed methods of 
incorporating the coloring agent within the restoration mate 
rial prior to preparing the restoration is shown in U.S. Pat. 
Nos. 4,433,959 and 4,563,153. U.S. Pat. No. 4,481,227 
shows a method of adding the coloration agent to restoration 
after the latter is prepared. 

All of these methods have severe drawbacks. When the 
coloring agent is incorporated into the material, typically in 
the laboratory where the restoration is manufactured, the 
color is essentially established before it can be viewed in its 
?nal form so it is difficult if not impossible to match the 
color and shading of the restoration perfectly with the tooth 
on which the restoration is to be mounted. Coating tech 
niques also generally require preparation in the laboratory 
with the similar di?iculty to obtain an acceptable, if not a 
perfect, match. 

In my earlier patent application identi?ed above, there is 
described and claimed a method for altering the color of a 
polymerized dental restoration through the application of 
heat. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the use of energy in the 
light portion of the electromagnetic wave spectrum to alter 
the color or hue of a porcelain dental restoration. 

According to the principles of this invention, a material 
having the capability of having its color altered with the 
application of light is incorporated into the porcelain mix 
ture making up the restoration prior to its fabrication. The 
color of the restoration material after being cured (that is, 
hue, chroma, or value) is then altered with the application of 
light to obtain the desired color. 

In accordance with the principles of this invention, one 
preferred embodiment consists of a method of coloring a 
dental restoration which comprises the steps of incorporat 
ing into a standard dental porcelain a photosensitive or 
photonucleable material to form a ceramic restoration which 
is ?red to its fusing point and then cooled. The restoration is 
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2 
formed using conventional techniques except that the com 
pleted restoration contains the photosensitive or photonucle 
able material. 

The areas of the restoration selected to undergo a color 
change are exposed to ultra-violet light which apparently 
forms color centers in the photonucleable material. The 
restoration is then heated either in a furnace or the selected 
areas are exposed to some other source of energy such as 

light of a different frequency to cause growth in the color 
centers and intensi?cation of the color in the restoration. The 
source of heat or other energy is withdrawn when the 
appropriate shade or color has been reached and the resto 
ration is allowed to cool. 

One of the features of this invention is that growth of the 
color centers or intensi?cation of the color in the restoration 
can be brought about by the application of a laser beam to 
deliver heat to the selected areas of the restoration while the 
restoration is in the mouth of the patient. 

It is thus a principal object of this invention to provide a 
method of coloring a porcelain dental restoration capable of 
producing a better color match with the tooth on which the 
restoration is to be permanently mounted. 

Other objects and advantages of this invention will 
become more obvious from the following description of the 
preferred embodiments of this invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

In the manufacture of ?llings, crowns and other dental 
restorations, composition materials or porcelain are often 
employed. A typical or standard dental porcelain powder 
from which such restorations may be made is sold under the 
trade mark of “Air Fired Porcelain” by Excelco Corp. of 
Deer?eld Beach, Fla, and is described in U.S. Pat. No. 
3,052,982. A similar material is sold by Johnson and 
Johnson under the name of “Ceramco II”. 

In accordance with the principles of this invention, a 
standard dental porcelain powder such as that identi?ed 
above is mixed in roughly equal proportions by weight with 
a photonucleable, crystallizable, lithium silicate glass whose 
basic composition is described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,062,877. 
Such material is well known in the industry and is marketed 
by Corning Corp., Corning, NY, as Corning Code 8603 
under the names “Fotoform” and “Fotoceram”. Fotoforrn is 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 2,628,160 and Fotoceram is 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 2,971,853 and both come within 
a class of glass described as photonucleable, crystallizable, 
lithium silicate glass. 
The porcelain and photonucleable material are mixed 

approximately in equal proportions by weight, and then the 
powdered mixture is formed into a ceramic restoration using 
conventional techniques for the porcelain alone, heated in an 
oven to its fusing point and then allowed to cool. 

After cooling, selected areas of the restoration exposed to 
light having an ultra-violet component in the range of 
280—340 nm. wavelength. This exposure apparently estab 
lishes color centers or nuclei in the restoration. The resto 
ration is then reheated and held for a particular period of 
time during which time the areas exposed to the light will 
gradually change color, apparently due to growth in the color 
centers resulting in color intensi?cation. When the appro 
priate shade or color is reached, the restoration is allowed to 
cool under ambient conditions. 
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The following are examples of my invention: 

EXAMPLE 1 

a. A sheet of Fotoform is ground into a ?ne powder. 

b. This powder is mixed in equal proportions by weight 
with the dental porcelain powder Air Fired Porcelain 
described above. It has been found that the actual propor 
tions of the mix are not critical. However, more subtle but 
natural ?nal colors are achieved by increasing the proportion 
of standard dental porcelain powder, so long as the amount 
of the silicate powder is not so small that the particles are 
blocked from the light when exposed as will be described 
below. 

c. Using the standard dental laboratory technique for 
dental porcelain powder [ajone] alone, a ceramic restoration 
is formed from the mix. This can be on a metal matrix such 
as dental gold alloy, or non-precious dental alloy, or even 
platinum foil as is understood in the art. Additionally, this 
mixture can be used on an investment model. In other words, 
this powder is used the way standard dental porcelain 
powders are used. 

(1. Once fonned, the restoration is ?red in an electric 
furnace to its fusing point which is approximately 871 deg 
C, and then allowed to bench cool. The rate or heat rise 
should be 45 to 60 deg. C. per minute depending upon the 
exact formulation of the porcelain mixture which is slow 
enough to allow penetration of the heat but fast enough to 
minimize the total heat time. This step does not differ from 
what the laboratory technician would perform were he using 
the standard dental porcelain alone. 

e. After cooling, the appearance of the ?nished restoration 
is the same as if the silicate material had not been used, 
except for a slight increased translucency. The areas of the 
restoration which will be visible after the restoration is 
installed in the patient and which needs to be altered are 
exposed to a 3500 watt mercury arc lamp with a parabolic 
re?ector from a distance of 21 inches for an exposure of 
approximately one second. This produces an extremely 
bright light with a high ultra-violet (UV) component includ 
ing the range around 280-340 nm wavelength. The areas 
which are not to be exposed to this light are masked by 
painting the surface with a opaque suitable material such as 
“separating liquid” which is available from Whip Mix Co. of 
Louisville, Ky. Any other suitable opaque material may be 
employed. The surface can also be masked with opaque tape 
or any other means which are available. 

f. The restoration is then placed back into the furnace. The 
temperature is raised relatively quickly to approximately 
500 deg. C, and then raised to the fusing temperature at the 
rate of approximately 5 deg. C. per minute and no more than 
about 10 deg. C. per minute. At around 600 deg. C. the 
exposed areas take on a pink hue while the other areas 
remain unchanged. At around 700 deg. C. the pink hue 
disappears, and the areas become less intense in color (ie, 
whiter). As 800 deg. C. is approached, the exposed areas 
become grey and then black. The fusing temperature which 
is above 800 deg. C. when reached is then held for about 30 
nrinutes during which time the color which develops in the 
areas intensi?es. The exposed areas will take on the shade of 
an o?C white, or “dental brown”. The restoration is removed 
from the oven when the right shade (that is, hue and 
intensity) is present and bench cooled, and the restoration 
will retain that color. It has been found that by reducing the 
proportions of the silicate material in the initial mixture the 
eifects or the temperature changes are less pronounced and 
more subtle. 
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EXAMPLE 2 

a. and b. The steps as described in the previous example 
are repeated. 

c. The resulting powder mixture is formed into a block by 
placing it into a mold made of investment material and then 
placed into a vacuum furnace. The temperature is raised to 
the fusing point of the mixture. The rate of temperature rise 
is approximately 55 deg. C. per minute. Once the powder 
fuses into a solid block, the block is allowed to bench cool. 

d. The block of porcelain mixture is removed from the 
mold by breaking the mold and sandblasting any residue 
from the surface of the block. 

e. The block is then glued to an appropriately shaped 
metal stem so that it can be used in a milling machine. 

f. The block is milled to the shape of the desired dental 
restoration. 

g. Once formed through the milling process, the change in 
color of selected areas is accomplished by following steps 
e—f in Example 1. 

EXAMPLES 3 and 4 

These examples are the same as Example 1 except that in 
place of Fotoform, the material Fotoceram is used. The 
result of this change is that the appearance after forming the 
restoration and before exposing to ultra-violet light is whiter 
and denser than that which would be expected using the pure 
dental ceramic alone. 

EXAMPLE 5 

a. A mixture of ?nely ground Fotoform glass and clear 
dental glaze in equal parts by weight is prepared. (A dental 
porcelain stain may be added to the mixture or substituted 
for the glaze. The proportion is not critical when clear glaze 
is used.) Note: When dense stains are being used, the 
proportion of Fotoform must be increased. A reasonable 
proportion with the dense white stain titanium oxide is 4 
parts Fotoforrn to 1 part stain, by weight. 

b. This mixture is applied to the surface of a porcelain 
dental restoration by using a small wet brush. The standard 
technique for applying simple stains is employed. The 
restoration must be made from a dental porcelain with a 
fusing temperature above 700 deg. C. The mixture has a 
fusing temperature lower than that of the restoration. 

e. The restoration is warmed su?iciently to dry the stain 
in few minutes. Typically this would be accomplished by 
placing the restoration at the door of the furnace. 

d. Once thoroughly dry, the restoration is placed into the 
oven and air ?red, the temperature being raised at a rate of 
about 55 deg. C. per minute until about 648 deg. C, the 
fusing temperature of the mixture, is reached. The oven is 
turned off and when the temperature drops back to 160 deg. 
C. the restoration is removed to allow it to bench cool. At 
this point the restoration looks as if it were stained and/or 
glued in the usual manner. 

e. Selected areas of the restoration are exposed to a 3500 
watt mercury arc lamp with a parabolic re?ector from a 
distance of 21 inches for an exposure of approximately one 
second. This produces an extremely bright light with a high 
ultra-violet component including the range of around 
280—340 nm wavelength. The areas not to be exposed are 
masked in the manner previously described. No change in 
color occurs during this exposure. 
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f. The restoration is then placed back into the porcelain 
furnace for reheating. The temperature is quickly raised to 
approximately 500 deg. C, and then raised to 615 deg. C. at 
the rate of no more than about 5 deg. C. per minute. The 
temperature is held there for approximately 30 minutes. 
During this time, the areas of the restoration which were 
exposed to the light gradually take on a pink hue while the 
other areas remain unchanged. This pink hue will interact 
with original color of the glaze or stain put on the restoration 
described in step b to produce a greater intensity of the 
original hue if the original dominant hue was pink. If the 
original dominant hue was not pink, the new shade will 
exhibit less green and will have lowered value, ie, that is be 
more grey. By increasing the proportion of the Fotoform to 
the stain/glaze material, the changes brought upon by the 
pink hue become more pronounced. 

EXAMPLE 6 

In place of Excelco “Air Fired Porcelain”, the dental 
Porcelain Ceramco II produced by Johnson and Johnson was 
used. All steps were the same as in Example 1 except that 
initial ?ring of the restoration is performed in a vacuum 
furnace. This results in a denser and slightly more visually 
pleasing translucent result. All temperatures are the same, 
except that the ?rst ?ring goes to 954 deg. C. 

EXAMPLE 7 

The steps of example 1 are repeated, but with the substi 
tutions described in Example 6. 

EXAMPLES 8 and 9 

These are the same as Examples 6 and 7, respectively, 
except that Fotoceram is used in place of Fotoform. 

EXAMPLES l0—l 8 

These are the same as examples l—9, respectively, except 
that a high powered ultra-violet laser is employed in place of 
the 3500 watt mercury arc lamp. This laser can be hand 
guided or computer-guided. 

EXAMPLES 19-27 

These are the same as Examples lO—l8 except that the 
reheating step is conducted using a high powered laser of 
signi?cantly lower frequency below the ultra-violet spec 
trum to heat up the areas previously exposed to the ?rst laser. 

While only certain preferred embodiments of this inven 
tion have been described, it is understood that many varia 
tions of this invention are possible without departing from 
the principles of this invention as de?ned in the claims 
which follow. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of effecting coloration of a dental restoration 

to produce a desired color in selected areas of said dental 
restoration comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a mixture of powdered dental porcelain and a 
photonucleable silicate material; 

(b) shaping said mixture into said dental restoration; 
(0) heating said dental restoration to its fusing temperature 

and thereafter allowing said restoration to cool; 
(d) exposing selected areas of said restoration to light of 

a speci?c wave length to establish color centers in said 
restoration; 
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6 
(e) reheating said selected areas to a predetermined tem 

perature su?icient to cause color intensi?cation in said 
selected areas of said restoration and maintaining said 
predetermined temperature while said color intensi?es 
and changes in said selected areas to produce said 
desired color in said selected areas; and 

(f) cooling said restoration after said desired color of said 
selected areas is produced to thus prevent further color 
intensi?cation of said color centers in said dental 
restoration. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said powdered dental 
porcelain and said photonucleable silicate material are 
mixed in approximately equal proportions by weight. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said dental restoration 
is heated at a rate su?iciently slow to allow penetration of 
heat into said dental restoration and said dental restoration is 
bench cooled after heating. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein said selected areas of 
said restoration are exposed to UV in a range of about 
280—340 nm wavelength to established said color centers. 

5. The method of claim 4 wherein said dental restoration 
after exposure to UV is reheated at a rate of no more than 
about 10 deg. C. per minute to said fusing temperature and 
is held at said fusing temperature for a predetermined period 
of time to allow said color to intensify. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein said reheated dental 
restoration is bench cooled. 

7. The method of claim 1 wherein said light is a laser. 
8. The method of claim 4 wherein said reheating is 

effected by exposing said selected areas to laser light at a 
frequency below that of a UV spectrum. 

9. The method of effecting coloration of a dental resto 
ration to produce a desired color in selected areas of said 
dental restoration comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a mixture of dental glaze or dental stain and 
a photonucleable silicate material; 

(b) applying said mixture to a surface of a porcelain dental 
restoration having a fusing temperature above a fusing 
temperature of said mixture; 

(c) heating said coated dental restoration to a temperature 
below said fusing temperature of said restoration and 
above said fusing temperature of said mixture and 
thereafter allowing said restoration to cool; 

(d) exposing selected areas of said restoration to a source 
of electromagnetic energy to establish color centers in 
said mixture applied to said dental restoration: 

(e) applying additional energy to said dental restoration to 
cause growth in said color centers resulting in intensi‘ 
?cation of color of said selected areas of said coated 
dental restoration to produce said desired color in said 
selected areas; and 

(f) withdrawing said growth causing energy from said 
restoration after said desired color of said selected areas 
is produced to thus prevent further color intensi?cation 
of said color centers in said mixture applied to said 
dental restoration. 

10. The method of claim 9 wherein said energy causing 
said establishment of said color centers in said mixture 
comprises light in a speci?c frequency. 

11. The method of claim 10 wherein said light is in UV 
spectrum. 

12. The method of claim 11 wherein said ultra-violet light 
is in a range or about 280-340 nm wavelength. 

13. The method of claim 12 wherein said ultra-violet light 
has an intensity on said restoration of about that obtained 
from a 3500 watt mercury arc lamp with a parabolic re?ector 
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at a distance of about 21 inches from a site of application to 
said dental restoration. 

14. The method of claim 13 wherein said additional 
energy application is e?’ected by exposing said selected 
areas to laser light at a frequency below that of a UV 
spectrum. 

15. A method of effecting coloration of a dental restora— 
tion to produce a desired color in selected areas of said 
dental restoration comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a mixture of powdered dental porcelain and a 
photonucleable silicate material; 

(b) shaping said mixture into said dental restoration; 
(c) heating said dental restoration to its fusing temperature 

and thereafter allowing said restoration to cool; 
(d) exposing selected areas of said restoration to a ?rst 

source of electromagnetic energy to establish color 
centers in said restoration; 

(e) further exposing said selected areas to a second source 
of energy to cause color intensi?cation of said color 
centers in said restoration to produce said desired color 
in said selected areas of said dental restoration; and 

(f) cooling said restoration after said desired color of said 
selected areas is produced to thus prevent further color 
intensi?cation of said color centers in said dental 
restoration. 

16. The method of claim 15 wherein said ?rst source of 
energy comprises light in a speci?c frequency to establish 
said color centers. 

17‘ The method of claim 16 wherein said second source 
of energy comprises heat. 

18. The method of claim 16 wherein said second source 
of energy comprises light in a frequency di?cerent from said 
frequency of said ?rst source. 

19. A method of e?ecting coloration of a dental restora 
tion to produce a desired color in selected areas of said 
dental restoration comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a mixture of powdered dental porcelain and a 
photonucleable silicate material; 

(b) shaping said mixture into a block and heating said 
block to its fusing temperature and thereafter allowing 
said block to cool; 
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(c) shaping said block into said dental restoration; 

(d) exposing selected areas of said restoration to light of 
a specific wave length to establish color centers in said 

restoration; 
(e) reheating said selected areas to a predetermined 

temperature su?icient to cause color intensi?cation in 
said selected areas of said restoration and maintaining 
said predetermined temperature while said color inten 
si?es and changes in said selected areas to produce 
said desired color in said selected areas; and 

(f) cooling said restoration after said desired color of said 
selected areas is produced to thus prevent further color 
intensi?cation of said color centers1 in said dental 
restoration. 

20. A method of e?ecting coloration of a dental restora 
tion to produce a desired color in selected areas of said 
dental restoration comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a mixture of powdered dental porcelain and a 
photonucleable silicate material; 

(b) shaping said mixture into a block and heating said 
block to its fusing temperature and thereafter allowing 
said block to cool; 

(e) shaping said block into said dental restoration; 
(d) exposing selected areas of said restoration to a ?rst 

source of electromagnetic energy to establish color 
centers in said restoration; 

(e) further exposing said selected areas to a second source 
of energy to cause color intensi?cation of said color 
centers in said restoration to produce said desired 
color in said selected areas of said dental restoration; 
and 

(f) cooling said restoration after said desired color of said 
selected areas is produced to thus prevent ?xrther color 
intensi?cation of said color centers in said dental 
restoration. 


